Given a (finite or infinite) set X, a collection C P(X) of subsets of X is called a hierarchy if it satisfies the condition (Hierarchy)
In this note, we want to characterize maximal hierarchies.
To this end, we first consider arbitrary set systems C P(X ) and define . C := .
C # C C and , C := , and
In addition to (Hierarchy), we consider the following four assertions:
(Antichain) C 1 , C 2 # C and
Note that min*(C)=min(C"[<]);
furthermore, C coincides with C X if and only if max(C)=max(P(X ))= [X], min(C) = min(P(X )) = [<], and min*(C) = min*(P(X )) = ( A set system C is said to be ample if it satisfies (Ample), it is called a partition if it satisfies (Partition) in which case it is also called a partition of the subset Y := C of X, and it is called a chain or an antichain if it satisfies (Chain) or (Antichain), respectively.
Note that according to these definitions a partition never contains the empty set as an element; that any chain is a hierarchy; that every partition C is an antichain; that max(C), min(C), and min*(C) are antichains for all C P(X ); that any hierarchy which is simultaneously an antichain is a partition or coincides with [<] ; and that any subsystem of a partition, a chain, an antichain, or a hierarchy is itself a partition, a chain, an antichain, or a hierarchy, respectively.
In particular, max(C) and min*(C) are partitions for every hierarchy C{[<] and, hence, for every subset C{[<] of a hierarchy.
Note also that any set system C P(X ) with *C=2 is always (strictly) either a chain or an antichain in particular, a set system C which is simultaneously a chain and an antichain, cannot have more than one member while a set system C 0 P(X ) is a hierarchy if and only if any subsystem C C 0 with *C=2 is (strictly) either a chain or a partition.
Finally, we define a set system C P(X ) to be finitary if C$ # C and C$ # C holds for all non-empty chains C$ contained in C. Clearly, every finite set system is finitary more generally, the union of any finitary set system with a finite set system is finitary.
The simple fact we want to establish in this note can now be stated as follows: Theorem 1. Given a collection C 0 P(X ) of subsets of a set X, the following assertions are equivalent :
(i) C 0 is a maximal hierarchy (that is, C 0 is a hierarchy while there is no Y # P(X )&C 0 so that C 0 _ [Y] is a hierarchy);
(ii) C 0 is an ample and finitary hierarchy for which, in addition, C 0 =C X 0 holds; (ii$) C 0 is an ample and finitary hierarchy with [<, X] # C 0 and min*(C 0 ) min*(P(X ))=(
, that is, every C # min*(C 0 ) has cardinality (at most) one;
(iii) C 0 is an ample and finitary set system for which, in addition, C 0 =C X 0 holds, and it is minimal (relative to inclusion) among all set systems C P(X ) having these three properties;
(iii$) C 0 is an ample and finitary set system with [<, X] C 0 and min*(C 0 ) min*(P(X )), and it is minimal among all set systems having these four properties.
For establishing this theorem, it is convenient to establish first the following``relativized'' version of it which characterizes ample, finitary hierarchies C in general:
Theorem 2. Given a set X and a set system C 0 P(X ), the following three assertions are equivalent:
(i) C 0 is a hierarchy for which C 0 = max(C 0 )= min*(C 0 ) holds, it either contains the empty set or no chain C$ C 0 with C$=< at all, and it is maximal among all hierarchies C P(X ) with max(C)= max(C 0 ), min(C)=min(C 0 ), and min*(C)=min*(C 0 );
(ii) C 0 is an ample and finitary hierarchy; (iii) max(C 0 ) contains a partition of C 0 , C 0 is ample and finitary, and it is minimal among all ample and finitary set systems C P(X ) satisfying the conditions C= C 0 , max(C) max(C 0 ), min*(C) min*(C 0 ),
In this context, it is also worth noting that ample, finitary hierarchies can be characterized among finitary hierarchies as follows:
Theorem 3. Given a finitary hierarchy C, the following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) every member C 0 # (C&min*(C))"[<] is (strictly) either a disjoint union of two proper subsets C 1 , C 2 # C, or there exists a chain
with C$=C 0 ; (iii) we have C= min*(C) and, for every partition C 0 C with *C 0 2 and C 0 # C, there exist (strictly) either two distinct subsets C 1 , C 2 # C 0 with C 1 _ C 2 # C or the set system
has no minimal members in which case there exists a chain C$ C* with
The proof of these theorems is based on several lemmata the first of which follows directly from Zorn's Lemma: Lemma 1. For every member C 0 of a finitary set system C P(X) and all subsets Y, Z X with Z C 0 Y, we have
In particular, using the short hands``
and therefore also
for all Y, Z X, and as C /Y (or C /Z ) is finitary unless there exists a chain C$ C /Y (or C #Z ) with C$=Y (or C$=Z, respectively) we also have
unless there exists a chain C$/C /Y with C$=Y, and we have
unless there exists a chain C$ C #Z with C$=Z. Next, we have Lemma 2. For every ample and finitary set system C P(X) and every Y X, one has
Proof. The inclusion $ is obvious. To show the converse, assume
Indeed, if there were any proper subset C % C 1 with <{C # C, it would have to be contained in
. Hence, C 1 Â min*(C Y ) would imply the existence of a non-empty set C 3 # max(C C 2 ), and for this set C 3 , we would have
Lemma 2 in turn obviously implies
Lemma 3. Given an ample and finitary set system C P(X), the following conditions are equivalent:
, < # C, and min*(C) min*(P(X )).
Clearly, Lemma 3 implies the equivalence of the assertions (ii) and (ii$) and that of (iii) and (iii$) in Theorem 1.
It will also be useful for establishing later on that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. Yet, before doing this, we will first present the
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) O (ii)
. We have to show that any set system C 0 as described in (i) must be finitary and ample. Yet, that C 0 must be finitary is an immediate consequence of the easily established fact that for every infinite chain C$ contained in a hierarchy C (with C= max(C)= min*(C) and with < # C or C"{< for all non-empty chains C" C), the set system C 1 :=C _ [ C$, C$] is also a hierarchy (with max(C)= max(C 1 ) and min*(C)=min*(C 1 ) because <{ C$ C= max(C) implies C & C${< for some C # max(C) and hence C$ C, and because C$ is either empty in which case < # C holds by assumption or <{ C$ C= min*(C) implies C & C${< for some C # min*(C) and hence C C$). That C 0 must be ample follows similarly from the equally simple fact that for any hierarchy C and any sets C 1 , C 2 # C with
the set system C 2 :=C _ [C 2 &C 1 ] must also be a hierarchy for which max(C)=max(C 2 ) clearly holds, while
implies the existence of some C # min*(C) with C & (C 2 &C 1 ){< and hence C C 2 , yet neither C C 1 nor <{C 1 % C and hence C & C 1 =<, that is, C C 2 &C 1 ; so, min*(C)=min*(C 2 ) must also hold.
(ii) O (i). Clearly, if C 0 is an ample and finitary hierarchy, we have C 0 = max(C 0 )= min*(C 0 ) by Lemmata 1 and 2, and we have < # C 0 provided there exists a chain C$ C 0 with C$=<. We have to show that for any hierarchy C with C 0 C, max(C)=max(C 0 ), min(C)=min(C 0 ), and min*(C)=min*(C 0 ), we must have C 0 =C. So, assume there is some Y # C&C 0 which cannot be empty in view of min(C 0 )=min(C).
From Y X= C= C 0 = min*(C 0 ), it follows immediately that for any y # Y, there exists some C # min*(C 0 ) with y # C and, hence,
that is, there exists a partition of Y consisting of the non-empty maximal subsets in max(C 0 ( Y )).
Similarly,
is a chain in view of Y{< and because C 0 is finitary. It is enough to show that Y=Y must hold.
Otherwise, any C 1 # max(C 0 ( Y)) would be distinct from Y , and we would have *[C # C 0 | C 1 C Y ]=2 because any C # C 0 with C 1 C Y has a non-empty intersection with Y and, hence, is either contained in Y in which case C 1 C Y and
It is enough to show that C 0 must be a hierarchy; and to this end, it is enough to prove Lemma 4. Any ample and finitary set system C 0 for which max(C 0 ) contains a partition of C 0 , contains also an ample and finitary hierarchy C with C 0 = C, max (C) max(C 0 ), min* (C) min* (C 0 ) , and
The proof of Lemma 4 will make repeated use of Lemma 5. Assume that C
(1) and C (2) are two ample and finitary hierarchies with C
(1) 2) , and that max(
.
Proof. Observe first that max(C (1) ) _ max(C (2) ), being an antichain contained in the hierarchy C (2) , must either coincide with [<] in which case there is nothing to prove, or it must be a partition of
=. max(C (1) )=. max(C (2) ).
So, we must have max(C (1) )=max(C (2) ). Now, assume C 2 # C (2) ($C 1 ) for some C 1 # C (1) . In view of the already established equivalence of (i) and (ii), C (1) is maximal among all hierarchies C contained in P(X ) with C= C (1) , max(C)=max(C (1) ), min(C)=min(C (1) ), and min*(C)= min*(C (1) ).
Proof of Lemma 4. We consider all finitary and ample hierarchies C (0)
C 0 with C (0) = C 0 and max(C (0) ) max(C 0 ). Clearly, the partition of C 0 contained in max(C 0 ) is such a hierarchy, so such hierarchies exist.
Moreover, these hierarchies are ordered by inclusion, and for any family
is a chain of hierarchies, the union C* := i # I C (i ) is also a hierarchy with C*= C 0 and max(C*) max(C 0 ), which is ample in view of Lemma 5, though it is not necessarily finitary: for any non-empty chain C$ C*, we surely have C$ # C* in view of Lemma 5, yet C$ # C* might not hold. So, we enlarge C* as follows: we consider families F=(
for any such family F, and we define C** to consist of the union of C* and all subsets of the form F, for all families F as above.
We claim that C** is an ample and finitary sub-hierarchy of C with max(C**) max(C 0 ).
Indeed, it is obvious that max(C**) max(C 0 ) holds and that C** is a hierarchy.
It is also easy to see that C** is ample: If C 1 , C 2 # C** and *[C # C** | C 1 C C 2 ]=2, we either have C 1 =< in which case C 2 &C 1 =C 2 # C** clearly holds, or we have C 1 {< which in case C 1 # C* implies C 2 # C* and, hence, C 2 &C 1 # C* C**, because C 1 # C (i 0 ) for some i 0 # I and C 1 C 2 = F for some family F=(C (i ) ) i # I as above would imply C 1 =C (i ) for all i # I with C 2 for all i # I which in turn would imply F 1 =F 2 and, hence, C 1 = F 1 = F 2 =C 2 in contradiction to C 1 {C 2 . So, the only remaining alternative is C 2 # C*, that is, C 2 # C 
So, we cannot have C 1 # C**&C* for any pair C 1 , C 2 # C** with
Together, this implies that C** is ample. It remains to show that C** is also finitary. So, assume that C$ C** is a non-empty chain of subsets from C**. If C$ & (C**&C*){<, then there exists exactly one subset C 0 # C**&C* in C$ & (C**&C*) because as we have seen above any two subsets C 1 , C 2 # C**&C* with C 1 C 2 or C 2 C 1 must coincide. Moreover, we must have C 0 C$ for every C$ # C$ because as we have also seen above we cannot have C 1 % C 2 for some C 1 # C* and C 2 # C**&C*. So, we must have C$= C 0 # C** as well as C$ # C** because either
in which case we surely have C$ = (C$ & C*) # C*, as was observed already above. So, let us now assume C$ C*. Then, again, we have C$ # C* by Lemma 5, and it remains to consider the case C 0 := C$ Â C*.
Clearly, this implies that every C$ # C$ must be non-empty and that, for every i # I, there must exist some C$(i ) # C$ with C$(i ) Â C (i ) and, hence, C$. So, we must also have F C 0 = C$. Together, this implies C 0 = F # C**. In now follows from Zorn's Lemma that there must exist a maximal ample and finitary hierarchy C C 0 with C= C 0 and max(C) max(C 0 ), and it is enough to show that for any such hierarchy, we must have min*(C) min*(C 0 ).
So, assume C 0 # min*(C) and choose a maximal subchain C$ of C 0 ( C 0 ). It is enough to show that C$ [<, C 0 ] must hold as this clearly implies C 0 # min*(C 0 ). Yet, it is easy to see that
is a finitary and ample sub-hierarchy of C 0 with C*= C= C 0 and max(C*)=max(C) max(C 0 ) because any maximal subchain of a set system has the property that for any two consecutive members of that subchain, there is no member in the set system properly in-between those two members, and any maximal subchain of a finitary set system is finitary, too. So, as C is maximal, this implies C$ C and, hence, C$ [<, C 0 ] as claimed.
Remark 6. In [1] , it is shown that any maximal sub-hierarchy of an ample and finitary set system C is ample and finitary, too, provided the set system C satisfies the condition``C 1 , C 2 # C and
' That, at least, some extra condition is needed to prove such a statement can be seen from looking at the example X :=[\1, \2, \3],
C is finitary because X and, hence, C is finite. C is ample because
is not ample even though it is a maximal sub-hierarchy of C because any C # C&C 0 intersects one of the subsets in
We now present the only implication that is still missing in the proof of Theorem 2:
(ii) O (iii). So, assume that C 0 P(X) is a finitary and ample hierarchy. We know already that both, max(C 0 ) and min*(C 0 ) must be partitions of C 0 , while C 0 is finitary and ample by assumption. So, it is enough to observe that there can be no proper finitary and ample subsystem C 1 % C 0 with
Yet, if such a subsystem C 1 would exist, one would necessarily have max(C 1 )=max(C 0 ) and min*(C 1 )=min*(C 0 ), and C 1 would in turn in view of Lemma 3 contain a finitary and ample sub-hierarchy C 2 C 1 with
, and min*(C 2 )=min*(C 0 ) in contradiction to C 2 % C 0 and the already established fact that by``(ii) O (i)'' C 2 then must be maximal among all hierarchies C P(X ) with C= C 2 , max(C)= max(C 2 ), min(C)=min(C 2 ), and min*(C)=min*(C 2 ). K Next, we present the Proof of Theorem 1. (i) O (ii). If C 0 P(X ) is a maximal hierarchy, we must have C 0 =C X 0 because C X is a hierarchy for every hierarchy C P(X ). Hence, we have max(C 0 )= min*(C 0 )=X as well as < # C 0 , and C 0 being maximal among all hierarchies contained in P(X) is surely maximal among all hierarchies satisfying some further conditions it satisfies itself. So in view of Theorem 2, (i) O (ii) C 0 must also be finitary and ample.
(ii) (ii$) and (iii) (ii$). As mentioned already above, this follows directly from Lemma 3.
(ii) O (iii$). If C 0 is a finitary and ample hierarchy with C 0 =C X 0 , then it is obviously a finitary and ample set system with [<, X] C 0 and min*(C 0 ) min*(P(X )) and in view of Theorem 2, (ii) (iii) it is minimal among all finitary and ample set systems C P(X ) with C=X, max(C) max(C 0 )=max(P(X )), min*(C) min*(C 0 )=min*(P(X )), and < # C; so in view of Lemma 3, (ii) (iii) it is minimal among all finitary ample set systems with [<, X] C and min*(C) min*(P(X )). 
, then C 0 cannot be the union of a chain C$ C /C 0 because, after choosing x 1 # C 1 and x 2 # C 2 , there would exist some C # C$ with x 1 , x 2 # C and hence
with C 2 =C$ 1 _ * C$ 2 or there exists a chain C$ C /C 2 with C$=C 2 . Yet, the latter is impossible because after choosing x 1 # C 1 and x 2 # C 2 &C 1 , there would exist some C # C$ with x 1 , x 2 # C and, hence,
, and assume (without loss of generality)
. Clearly, we have C= min*(C) for every finitary and ample set system C by Lemma 2. Now, let C 0 C&[<] be a partition with C 0 # C and put
If there exists some C* # min(C*), and if C 1 # C 0 is chosen so that C* is contained in C #C 1 , then *[C # C | C 1 C C*]=2 and, hence, <{ C*&C 1 # C. We claim that C 2 :=C*&C 1 must be a member of C 0 , too, which then would establish the existence of two distinct members C 1 , C 2 from C 0 with C 1 _ C 2 # C. Yet, in view of C 2 % C* # min(C*) it is enough to observe that C 2 contains some C # C 0 which easily follows from the fact that C* & C 0 $C 1 {< and C 0 # C* (in view of *C 0 2) implies C* C 0 , so there must exist some C # C 0 with C{C 1 and C* & C{< which then implies C & C 1 =< and C C* and, hence, C C 2 =C*&C 1 .
Finally, if min(C*)=<, there must exist a chain C$ C* with C$ # C&C* actually, this must hold for every maximal chain C$ C*. If C$ =<, there is nothing left to prove. If C${<, we must at least have C$ C 0 because every C$ # C$ intersects C 0 in a non-empty subset and, hence, it either contains C 0 or is contained in C 0 , and there must be at least one C$ # C$ with C$ C 0 because, otherwise, we would have C 0 C$ and, hence, C$ # C*. So, <{ C$ C 0 implies the existence of some C # C 0 with C & C${< and, hence, C & C${< for all C$ # C$ which then implies C C$ for all C$ # C$ (because C$ C would contradict C$ # C*) and hence C C$ which in view of C$ Â C* then implies C= C$ # C 0 , as claimed.
It is also clear that in case C 1 _ C 2 # C 0 for some C 1 , C 2 # C 0 , one must have C 1 _ C 2 # min(C*); so, also in (ii), we have a strict alternative.
(iii) O (i). Assume C 1 , C 2 # C, *[C # C | C 1 C C 2 ]=2, and (without loss of generality) C 1 {< and, hence, C 2 Â min*(C). As observed above, this implies that there can be no chain C$ C /C 2 with C$=C 2 , that is, it implies that C /C 2 is finitary and we have C /C 2 =. max(C /C 2 ).
Moreover, we have C 2 C= min*(C) and C 2 & C # [<, C] for all C # min*(C) and, hence, C 2 = min*(C /C 2 ). So, we must have C 2 = C /C 2 = max(C /C 2 ). Clearly, we have C 1 # max(C /C 2 ), and all we need to show is that *max(C /C 2 )=2 holds as this implies C 2 &C 1 # max(C /C 2 ) C. Yet, C 0 :=max(C /C2 ) is a partition with C 0 =C 2 # C and with C 2 # min(C #C ) for all C # C 0 and, hence,
So, we have min( [C (#C) | C # C 0 ]){< and, consequently, there must exist C$, C" # C 0 with C${C" and C$ _ * C" # C which then clearly implies C 2 =C$ _ C" (because of C$ _ C" # C C 2 &C /C 2 ) and, hence, *C 0 =2, as claimed. K
